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1 INTRODUCTION

At the present time the theory of electrovveak interact ions lias the status
of a theory which is confirmed with a high degree of precision. However,
some experimental results (the existence of quark and of loptoii families,
etc.) did not get any explanation in the framework of the theory. One
such part of the electroweak theory is the existence of quark mixing
which is introduced by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices (i.e.,
these matrices are used for parameterization of the quark mixing).

In previous works [1] a dynamical mechanism of quark mixing by
the use of four doublets of massive vector carriers of weak interaction
B±, C*, D±, E* was proposed.

In this work in continuation of [1] a dynamical mechanism of quark
and lepton mixing including CP~violation by using four doublets of
massive vector carriers of the weak interaction D±. C*. D*. E± in the
quark sector and A"*, A'*,X*, A* in the lepton sector an- suggested,
i.e., expansion of the electroweak theory at. a tree level is proposed.
Then together with the H r ± ,Z° bosons there arise a pair of four dou-
blets of massive vector carriers of the weak interaction D±. CM±. D±. E±.
A"*, X*, A"j\ X* leading to the quark families and Icpton families mix-
ing. An estimation of the boson masses is performed. The quasi-elastic
processes proceeding through an exchange of the bosons and the pro-
duction cross sections are given.

2 QUARK SECTOR

In this section the transitions between the quark families are consid-
ered.

a) Dynamical Analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
Matr ices

Now let us go on to generalization of the work [1], which includes
CP-violation.



In the case of three families of quarks the current J1' has the fol-
lowing form:

(1)

vud vus v t - x
vub

v = vcd. vei vcb
Vtd

u

where V is the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [2].
We shall choose a parametrization of the matrix V in the form offere.d
by Maiani [3]: :
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eg = cos 0,s/> = shi'0, exp(i.6) = cos S.+ i sin S. .. (2)

To the nondiagonal terms ( which are responsible for mixing of the
d,s,b quarks and C'P-violation in the three matrices) in (2) we shall
make correspond four doublets of vector bosons B±, C(±, D^, E± (we
will suppose that the real part Be(spex])(i6)) = s^cctsS corresponds
to the. vector boson C* , and the imaginary part /m(.s){?exp(i(5)) =
Spain8 corresponds to the vector boson,E±{the couple constant of E
is an imaginary value !)) whose contributions are parametrized by four
angles —9,P,j,6 . Then, when q1 « mfv , we get

tan 0 =

™'\v9c
') 9

m9



= <?D± = 5s± =

tan/3 - "

Concerning the neutral vector bosons D°, C(>. D{i. El\ the neutral
scalar bosons B'°, C'°, D'°, E'°aiid the GIM mechanism [4] we can re-
peat the same arguments as were1 given in the previous work [1].

The proposed Lagrangian for expansion of the weak interaction
theory (without CP-violation) has the following form:

LM=iZVi(J'-"A:i+<:<:). (5)

where Jin = hrtaTipu.,

- 1 0 }•
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The weak interaction carriers Al
a, which arc responsible for the

weak transitions between different quark families, are connected with
the B, C, D bosons in the following manner:

Al-+BZtAl->C%,Ai-+BZ. (6)

b) Reactions Proceeding through the B±,C±,D±,E± Bosons
and Estimation of their Masses

The reactions with substitutions d «-» s, d <-» 6, s «-> b proceed via
the B±, C±,D±, E± bosons. Besides the decays of leptons and hadrons,
the following quasi-elastic reactions proceed through exchange of the
bosons:
a) u + d-^u + s, 2

u(u),+ s(s) - ^ Ui(f>i) + e;(e;), i ~ e,/i,V,

Vi{i>i) + e,-(e,-) -2-* u(u) + s(s);

b)u + d-^u + b, p + p-^p + V+(qb), (7)

u{u) + 6(6) -£* Vi{vi) + Si{ei),

Viipi) + e,-(et-) - ^ u(u) + 6(6);

c) c + s —> c -(- 6,

c(g) + 6(6) - ^ i/,-(P,-) + €i{ei),

d) through J51 boson will go the following reactions with CP-violation:
K\ *-> Kl ,B\*->B%--- etc.

Let us estimate the masses of the B±, C±, D±, E± bosons. For this



purpose we shall use the data from [5] and equation (4):
I) tg&^ 0.218 -i-0.224,

£ 169.5-M71.8 GeV;

2) tg(3 S* 0.032 -s- 0.054, (8)
mc± = 345.2 -- 448.4 GeV;

3) fp-y S 0.002-i-0.007, "
mo± S* 958.8 4r 1794 GeV;

4} ^ = 0.00036-^0.00037,
mE± S 4170 -=- 4230 GeV.

c) An Estimation of the Production Cross Sections of the
Vector Bosons

For estimation of the production cross sections of the vector bosons
B±,C±,D±,E± at resonance in pp reaction we can use a standard
formula [6] (gw = 9x)-

J jdx1dx2Ui{xl)uk{x2)S{xix-i - Mx/s), (9)

where s = (pp + pp)2 , Br( . . .) is branching mode probability, Ui(x)
are quark structure functions, i — u, d, s quarks, my is the mass of the
vector boson X, X = B,C,D,E is boson, I\\- is total width of the
vector boson X.

Using expression (9) at energy E = 1.8 TeV (FNAL), we obtain the
following values for production cross sections of B± boson at resonance:

a(ud -£•• all) £ 245p6,

a(ud -£• ev) S 20p6, (10)



in this case we have used quark structure functions of u, d quarks from

[71;

all) = 7.6pb,cr(us —i

a(us —y ev) = 0.64p6, (11)

in this case we have used the u, s quark structure functions from [8].

3 THE LEPTON SECTOR

Weak interactions of quarks and leptons have essential distinctions. At
the weak interaction of the quarks from one and the same family, the
aromatic numbers are changed, while at the weak interaction of the lep-
tons from the same family the lepton number is conserved. In spite of
such distinctions we can use the above-suggested approach to describe
transitions between different lepton families without conservations of
lepton numbers.
Let. us pass on to description of these transitions.

a) Dynamical Analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
Matrices

In this section transitions between different lepton families are con-
sidered . In the case of three families of leptons the current _;'' has the
following form:

V =
' f e •• c/t ' f r

' fie ''/ift- ' f i r

Vrt VTlt VTT )

(12)

where V is an analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices
for leptons. For this case we also choose a parametrization of the matrix
V in the form offered by Maiani (2):
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0 spexp{—i5')
V = | 0 cy sv | | 0 1 0

—sp exp(i8') 0 C0'

CQI sgi 0

— Sgi C$i 0

0 0 1

c$i = cos$',sgi = sin#', exp(i<S') = cos<*>' + i sin 61. (13)

To the nondiagonal terms ( which are responsible for mixing of the
VCV^VT leptons and CP-violation in the three matrices) in (13) we
shall make correspond four doublets of the vector bosons A"*, A"*, A"*, A"|
(as in the above-considered quark case, we will suppose that the real
part Re(spexp(i<5')) = spcosb' corresponds to the vector boson A* ,
and the imaginary part Im(sff> exp(iS')) = S^SUKV corresponds to the
vector boson A"* (the couple constant of A4 is an imaginary value !))
whose contributions are parametrized by four angles 0\ ;i\ 7', <*>' . Then,

when q2 « m\v , we get( in this case the angles 0'. 3'. -;.',<V are very
small and therefore we will change the function tg on sin:

s i n " = —T,—T~I

. , . 1 ,

o i l ! / — .> .A

9x* = 9x* = 9xf - 9X4* = 9\v* • then

mil/

(14)

mx3



(15)

In the considered approach the neutral bosons X^X^yX^X^ may
appear together with A]^, Xf, Xf, X^. It is clear that (by analogy with
the W±, Z° bosons) masses of Af, A'§, A"$, A^ must, be bigger than the
corresponding masses of X*, X*, A'*, X* .

The Lagrangian of the expanded theory of the weak interaction
(without CP-violation ) for the lepton sector has the same form as for
the quark Lagrangian £,;,,( (5), where the following substitution is made:

u - > i/e, c - > Vp, t - » i /r ,

c? —> e~, s —> /t~, 6 —* t~. (16)

b) Reactions Proceeding through the Bosons A'i, X^Xs, X^
and Estimation of their Masses

The transitions between /e.<-> 1^,1/, *-* lr,h ^ IT U is v or charged
lepton) with violations of lepton numbers will proceed via the bosons
A"*, Xf, X^y Xf. Besides the decays of the leptons (/i, r, ;^, vT)

T~ -^* i/T(/.rp,,), (17)

r —> vr(e ve),

the following reactions will take place through the neutral bosons:

H

f.C[e+e~),~~ ̂  C[e+e~)



Besides the decays of the leptons /i, r, fp, j / r the reverse reactions
will also take place through these bosons:

ue + e — • i / ' + e , ve+p—>v,,+p,

ve + e~ - A vT + e~, ve + p —^ vT + p,

Vf, + jT -^+ Pr + /T ,

Pe + e~ - ^ P e .+ /*-, (18)

_ x2 _ _

The reactions with CP-violation will go through the bosons X4 :

vi <r+Vj{i£ j ; i,j = e,/.i,T). (19)

Let us estimate the masses of the X bosons. For this purpose we
will use data from [5] and equation (15).
a) Prom the upper limit for the process f.i+ —> e+e~e+ we get

^ 2 . 4 10-12 or mxo>lO3mw; (20)
o

b) from the upper limit for the process r~ —-+ /j,~fi+fi~ we get
4

or mxo>26mw. (21)
o

It is obvious that the masses of X\,X2 are not bigger than the
masses of Xf, X%, if they exist.

4 CONCLUSION

A dynamical analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maslvawa matrices (in-
cluding CP-violation), i.-e. a phenomenological expansion of the weak
interaction theory working at a tree level, is proposed. For this purpose
four doublets of vector bosons B±, C±,D±, E± for the quark sector and



four doublets of vector bosons X*,X*,Xf,Xf for the lepton sector
axe introduced. Lagrangians of these expansions are given. Estimation
of their masses (mB = 170 GeV, mc = 345 GeV, mD ^ 1000 GeV,
IUE = 4200 GeV ) is calculated. The quasi-elastic reactions proceeding
through the exchange of these bosons are listed. The estimation of the
production cross section for energy E = 1.8 TeV (FNAL) and decay
widths of B boson is given.
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The dynamical analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices is built,
i.e., the phenomenological expansion of the weak interaction theory by the inclusion

of four doublets of the charged-vector bosons B~, C ,D~,E~, leading to transitions

between the quark families, and of four doublets of the charged-vector bosons Xj ,

X*, Xj, X*, leading to transitions between the lepton families, is suggested.

The bosons E , X~ realize CP-violation. This expansion works only at a tree level.
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, Построена динамическая аналогия матриц Кабиббо-Кобаяши-Маскавы,
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и X* ответственны за СР-нарушения. Это расширение работает только на дре-
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